
09:01:24  From  Lisa Jobe-shields : that is GOOD!!!! 

09:06:40  From  Mary Giliberti -MHA : Does anyone know how much crisis in Medicare would 

cost?  I don't think it has ever been scored but wonder if there are any other studies? 

09:07:30  From  mboylan : On commercial and Medicare side, one solution is to start with billing 

unbundled service codes.  90791, 90792, 99211-215, 90853, 90832-39.  Elevated rates argument can be 

made since many of your services can speak to guaranteed access to care. 

09:08:52  From  Linda Grove-Paul (she/her) : that is great to hear about communication plan. 

09:09:17  From  Laura Evans, Vibrant Emotional Health : CTIA Blog Post here: 

https://www.ctia.org/news/wireless-providers-are-making-it-easier-to-access-the-national-suicide-

prevention-lifeline-by-enabling-9-8-8-calling-ahead-of-schedule 

09:10:00  From  Paul Galdys : Hi Mary. We can project Medicare cost with the Calculator but not 

aware of much data that would drive Medicare member specific utilization data since they do not cover 

mobile and receiving center services. 

09:10:14  From  Beck : Panic seems accurate. Lol 

09:10:48  From  John Palmieri (SAMHSA) : https://www.ctia.org/news/wireless-providers-are-

making-it-easier-to-access-the-national-suicide-prevention-lifeline-by-enabling-9-8-8-calling-ahead-of-

schedule 

09:10:56  From  Mike Hogan : i dont know of anythlng specific in Medicare. I think the 

tangentially related precedent is that diversion alternatives (starting with intensive IOP) specifically 

mobile and crisis respite costs less than inpatient. But the Medicare benefit is outdated, and doesnt yet 

include crisis 

09:11:11  From  David Westbrook - Lines for Life : There's a lot of concern in states about the lack 

of federal funding and at the same time a lot of states aren't stepping up.  It will be an issue if we don't 

get this figured out. 

09:11:38  From  Paul Galdys : Mike is right about our ability to secure partial payment from 

Medicare and commercial payers for crisis interventions by billing the more widely reimbursement 

professional services that are otherwise billed through a crisis code. 

09:11:57  From  Leigh Ann Fitzpatrick : Please mute if you are not speaking 

09:14:48  From  tom betlach : Mary - I agree with Paul - the calculator is the best tool I have seen 

- markets vary in terms of what percent of the population is covered by Medicare but the calculator 

could also be used to develop a national model assumption 

09:15:43  From  Amy Pugsley : Excellent points Meighan, such an important aspect for the deaf 

and hard of hearing community 

09:15:45  From  Lisa K. Jackson (she/hers) : Thanks for bringing attention to the deaf and hard of 

hearing community. 



09:15:48  From  Preston Looper : Would love for this group to explore a BIG approach to 

workforce-like an AmeriCorps partnership 

09:16:03  From  Lisa St. George : Meighan Haupt thank you for being here to clarify and help us 

begin to understand the deaf and hard of hearing community and special considerations around 988 

that must be taken into planning. 

09:16:07  From  Melissa  Toffolon : Can you please send out the link for that presentation on 

Friday Meighan? 

09:16:13  From  Julia Benton : What are the details about the Friday meeting? Can we attend? 

09:16:24  From  Chauna Brocht : Can someone post the article from Modern Health Care on 

workforce? 

09:17:51  From  tlutterman : We (NRI and NASMHPD) are in the process of doing a survey of state 

MH agency experiences working on 988 and how they are coordinating with existing state crisis 

hotlines/warmlines.  The survey questions are based on input from a number of states and Vibrant.  We 

should have results in early August. 

09:21:24  From  Angela Kimball : That is wonderful news, Ted! This would be very helpful. 

09:26:19  From  Betsy Hammar : This map is very beneficial for our Advocacy & Policy key state 

stakeholders, thank you. 

09:28:04  From  Linda Grove-Paul (she/her) : Are we getting copies of these slides after the call. if 

so, who is it coming from? 

09:28:26  From  Kathleen Burns she/her/hers : yes, I would like them too 

09:28:29  From  Georgia Kinsley : https://talk.crisisnow.com/calls/ 

09:28:49  From  Laurel Stine : Please note that Connor Jobes left AFSP on July 30th. I noticed his 

name was on one of the slides.  Thank you. 

09:29:40  From  Laurel Stine : Correction:  Connor Jobes left AFSP on June 30th 

09:38:52  From  Stephanie Hepburn : Total Cost of Care Model: 

https://innovation.cms.gov/innovation-models/md-tccm 

09:45:40  From  Julia Benton (AccesSOS) : Hi all, so grateful to be here today with this community. 

I am an intern for AccesSOS, a nonprofit that making 911 accessible across the US for people who are 

deaf and hard-of-hearing. We’re looking to conduct interviews to ensure that we thoughtfully integrate 

social services in the first response process. If any crisis intervention professionals might be willing to 

talk with us, we could be so very grateful. Please feel free to message me here or email me at 

julia@accessos.io Thank you! 

09:50:07  From  Toyin Ola : Thank you for sharing about AccessSOS, Julia. I will be in touch to 

learn more. In planning for 988 and related initiatives here is VA, we have been grappling with language 

access for individuals with LEP and Deaf/HoH individuals. I see from the webpage that AccessSOS is 

working to tackle both. 



09:52:49  From  Paul Galdys : Mary... very rough initial estimate on Medicare projection on crisis 

care is somewhere around $40 million on mobile and $280 million on receiving center but that math 

likely needs more attention.... including some adjusting to account for dual eligible that currently fall 

into the Medicaid bucket. 

09:53:58  From  Paul Galdys : Strong structure Tequila. 

09:54:08  From  Lisa St. George : Julia, RI International has a peer training developed for the 

purpose of training individuals who are deaf or hard of hearing to work as peer supporters. Please 

contact Lisa.St.George@riinternational.com if you would like to know more. It took years to develop it 

and we have trained facilitators who are ASL interpreters etc. 

09:55:05  From  Rachael Drew : Fascinating and informative call - very happy to be able to join 

today. I work for MIT Solve, and we are currently running an innovation challenge with Stand Together 

Ventures Lab - the Unbundle Policing: Reimagine Public Safety Challenge. I’ll hopefully share more 

information at the next meeting, but wanted to put it on your radar, as this Challenge seeks innovators 

in the healthcare, tech, entrepreneurial, activist, first responder, and dispatch fields! 

https://solve.mit.edu/challenges/unbundlepolicing#challenge-subnav-offset 

09:55:40  From  Lisa Jobe-shields : great presentation. so interesting! 

09:56:49  From  Lisa Jobe-shields : is the regional funding on an ongoing basis or to launch the 

program? 

10:00:24  From  John Palmieri (SAMHSA) : sorry I am on another call 


